
Coach draws line on ice dividing zone in half, making the "blueline" and
teams are divided in half. Simple game of 3v3, puck must enter the
offensive zone before any players, thus creating an offside
opportunity. If a player goes offside coach blows whistle and opposing
team gets possession of puck. 

Key Points

Introduction to offside for younger players

Players must get back on defense, no cherry picking!

Pucks start outside the blue line, pylons are placed across the

blue line and the goalie starts on the goal line.

Player picks up a puck and randomly selects a pylon to drive

around.

Once the goalie recognizes which pylon has been selected,

they step out on angle with the attacker.

Once around the pylon player takes a few strides towards the

net and releases a shot.

Alter the drill to make �t in different areas.

Key Points

Goalie stays deep in the middle of the net until the pylon has

been selected. This allows the goalie to gain a familiarity with

proper angle positioning.

HCF 10U Week 14

Week 14 Zone Entries Week 1- support the puck carrier, attack triangles

Free Play 3 mins

Offside Game 5 mins

Goalie - Angle Introduction 0 mins



Set up players in two lines at the top of the zone. When coach says go,
two players race around three cones (they pick whichever three they
want and whatever direction they want), coach spots a puck in the
middle and players battle 1v1 for a shot on net.

Key Points
lead with inside foot; sprint to puck; gain body position

Set up the zone as shown, be creative if the game has to be played in a
larger/smaller area. Break kids up so 4-5 are in the "out�eld" and 2-3
are "at bat"or can make two equal teams (keep kids active). Player at bat
pass/shoot the puck with a "fair hit (between tires) in the zone and
races to skate around cones and back to goalline. Players in out�eld
must complete X number passes before shot on goal (depends on skill).
To get batter out they must score (or just get shot on goal) before the
player crosses the goal line. For a "homerun" batter makes it all the way
back to goal line or goalie freezes the puck. Keep score if teams are
even numbers. 
Progressions:

Change number of passes required before shot can be taken (0-

everyone must touch the puck)

Change skating technique for the batter

Require certain types of passes for �elders

Place a coach or obstacles in the �eld to increase awareness

Key Points

Players in the out�eld need to move around to be an option for a

pass, can follow puck up to net for rebounds.

Be in a good position to get a pass, move towards the net.

Change players around so everyone can bat.

Place two offensive players ( , both with pucks) and one defensive
player ( ) in a circle. The goal is for the offensive players to skate
around and work on protecting the puck with moves, their body and
stick. The defensive player is trying to knock the pucks out of the circle.
If too easy the defensive player can turn their stick upside down. After
20-30 seconds, swap out players, players who aren't participating
should be working on stationary passing.
Progression- add more players, both offense and defense.

Pick 3 Tight Turns 7 mins

Baseball 7 mins

2 to 1 Puck Protection 7 mins
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Players start in two lines, they cross in front of the �rst two barriers and
execute a drop pass. After the third barrier there is one pass and a shot
on goal. Both players converge on the net for rebound. Ensure players
are alternating who has the puck and which side starts with the puck.

Key Points

Person with puck should always be on net side to make drop

pass

Players need to minimize puck movement on drop pass, don't

let the momentum carry the puck away

Players need to time the exchange so it is happening in the right

area. This means reading the play and matching teammates

speed

Two drills designed to introduce different options/ideas when
attacking the offensive zone with the puck. Tires and sticks can be
replaced by coaches to encourage different options based on reading
the play.
1v0- Progression of moves with possession of puck entering the zone
including: changing speeds, fake inside/outside, opening up, spin-o-
rama, toe drag, puck under stick/between D legs. Finish with shot on
goal and going to the net.
2v0- Series of 2v0/2v1s focusing on different moves entering the zone:
delay, scissors, drop passes, chip pass. Having a coach as dummy d on
this drill can help guide them to the different options.

Key Points

Encourage kids to get out of their comfort zones and be creative

  1 has the puck starting slightly behind offensive players and

begins the drill by making a pass to either offensive player. After

pass they angle puck carrier trying to cause turnover

1 drives wide and tries to open a passing lane to teammate

2 times their route to the net to be available for a pass, faster

is not always better.

2 �nishes with a shot.

Progression:  Have defender start on the top of the circle with a puck.
They gap up and pass to the offensive players who then attack the net
2v1.

Key Points

1 can use delays or other moves to create space.

2 needs to create passing lanes by driving hard or delaying in

the slot. Do not remain between teammate and defender!

Drop Pass 2v0 7 mins

Introduction to Zone Entries 7 mins

Create Space - Pressure Behind 7 mins
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Three  start on D and three  start on offense.   start with a line
rush trying to score, play it out. If they do score they get a puck and
remain on offense. The   defend the entry and try to break the puck
out to their teammates (next 3  ) at the red line. Once defensive team
makes the pass to teammates they are done and new  are on offense
and attack.   that were on offense are now defense and defend the
rush. Drill is continuous.

Key Points

Drive wide and drive to net on attack. Create passing and

shooting lanes

Buffs 3v3 Zone Entry 9 mins
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